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Electromagnetic Compatibility in design phases
Natural phenomenon

Real environment

EQUIPMENTS

SYSTEMS

COMPONENTS

Millimeters - µmeters

Centimeters - Millimeters

Meters - Centimeters

Aircraft

PCB Wiring

Chip Antenna

Multi scale modelling of the phenomena 
Solving the Maxwell equations 

with electronic models
Physical understanding

of the phenomena

Test on aircraft

Test in a lab

Development of 
numerical models

Deterministic 
result

Sources of uncertainty during design

The variability is due to some electrical parameters (composite materials, electrical
junction, installation parameters).

The lack of knowledge of the detailed behaviour of some electronic equipments (PCB,
chips, ...).

Robust analysis

To ensure the functional requirements by mastering of the current paths,

To optimize the electromagnetic protection strategy.
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An architect view

Figure: Portfolio of technical performances

Performances
Aerodynamic: Drag,

Mass: Maximum Weight,

Acoustics: Perceived Noise Level,

Energy : Maximum Electric Power,

Propulsion: Specific Fuel Consumption...

⇓
y = (y1, . . . , yQ)
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Quality of a controller for the atmospheric flight
of Ariane 5

Figure: Mission description

Figure: Atmospheric flight

A controller (ie a numerical strategy)
C is defined over a set of input
variables (x, θ) to perform a virtual
test corresponding to the flight time
interval [0,T].

The behaviour of the system is
observed through the state variables s
(deflection, consumption, attitude, ...).

The performances of the controller C
are qualified through the belonging of
the output variables y = (κ ◦ C)(x, θ)
to a given numerical domain D
(exceedance or not of a threshold, ...).
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Quality of a controller for the atmospheric flight
of Ariane 5

Figure: Uncertainties

Figure: Wind model

Uncertainties and dispersions in
this context

Uncertainties correspond to
the lack of knowledge of the
values taken by some input
variables (rigid dynamic,
bending modes). This
uncertainty could be reduced
in some cases by an increase
of knowledge (better model,
return of experience) or
NOT (unknown unknown!).
Dispersions correspond to
observed variability, most
often small variability around
a nominal value.
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Quality of a controller for the atmospheric flight
of Ariane 5

Figure: Management of uncertainty in the decision
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Uncertainty analysis in a decision process
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Scope of application of our mathematical tools

APPLICABILITY OF THE TOOLS
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New opportunities to improve procedures and
practices around uncertainty management

1 Recent conceptual reformulation: shift from “failure-driven risk
approach” to “option-exploring approach” in uncertainty
management.

2 Recognition that the performance of an engineered system has to be
taken into account in its larger commercial and political
environment:

To bullet-proof design against technical and human failure
To enable the system to evolve to new circumstances and usages

3 New advances in information technology (development of models,
acquisition of computer, etc) make it possible to conceive of a much
more coherent uncertainty management approach.
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Popular concepts

Robust design

1 It encompasses a set of design methods for improving the consistency of
system function across a wide range of conditions.

2 The basic practice is to introduce noise factors in experiments so that
systems can be made less sensitive to variations in customer-use
conditions and internal degradations.

Real option analysis

1 Analogy between the analysis of a stock market by Option Analysis and
the analysis of technical solutions during a design cycle.

2 The goal is to compute the flexibility of a design, similarly to the
’volatility’ of a market.
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Internal/endogeneous versus external/exogeneous
uncertainties

Figure: Links between uncertainties and industrial contexts

1 Internal/endogeneous: Each product or system bears its own uncertainties with it,
which arise primarly from the “inside”. It can be influenced by the system designer or
company to a certain extent.

2 External/exogeneous: Uncertainties outside the system boundary can be influenced by
the designers or company to a lesser extent.
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Time scale and uncertainty management
strategies

Short-term

These decisions concern immediate issues. Being limited to the available data
and pre-existing models, the objective is to treat the existing information to aid
the decision-maker.

Mid-term

Unlike short-term decisions, these involve situations in which a support is
conceivable, such as the development of refined models or collection of
additional data to improve the understanding of the global phenomenon.

Long-term

These concern long-term issues, including the influence of societal, political and
market evolutions.
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A basic separation of the industrial activities...

Figure: Life-cycle of a product/service/utility (aircraft / power plant )
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A basic separation of the industrial activities...

Figure: Scope of the presentation
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Modelling activities during the design phases

Limit risks 
in decision 

making

Reduce development 
cycle

Impact of change 
configuration (up 
to certification)

Nature of uncertainty
•Lack of knowledge 

•Intellectual properties
•Marketing changes Nature of uncertainty

•Fast changing hypothesis
•Large amount of information

Nature of uncertainty
•Variability due to

 manufacturing
•Certification issues

DESIGN PHASES
Development of an aeronautic program (~10 year)

Figure: Multiple design objectives and uncertainties
during the design cycle

The “amount” of
information (linked to
uncertainty) and the
objectives of the design
evolve during the design
cycle.
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Graphical summary in 1D

Figure: Single performance along the design cycle
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Graphical summary in 1D

Figure: Single performance at time t
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Graphical summary in 1D

Figure: Single performance along the design cycle
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The “model” uncertainty

What are the components of model uncertainty?

Reference model h∗: Usually not accessible,
expression of a natural or a complex technical
object.

Theoretical model hth : Scientific expert
activity (theoretical solution of a PDE
system, ...), corresponding to the level of
understanding and simplification of the
problem.

Numerical model hnum : Numerical solution of
the theoretical model (effects of meshing,
choice of a numerical scheme)

Implementation model h: Software
implementation of the model on a given
hardware architecture (computer accuracy,
choice of coding rules, ..).

x

y Original phenomenon

Theoretical model

Numerical model

Implementation  model h

h*

hthth

hnum
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Different measures of risk

The numerical model h is used to estimate one or several measures of
risk over one or several of its output variables.

Deterministic measures of risk

Extremum values (for Dy ⊂ R):
Interval (for Dy ⊂ R):

Pertenance to a domain Dd ⊆ RQ :

...

Probabilistic measures of risk ρ(Y)

Definition: Considering PY the probability measure associated to the random vector Y, let us
define ρ(PY ) (by extension ρ(Y)) a quantity defined over a feature space F.

Mean value, Standard deviation

Quantile of order r, Probability of belonging to a certain domain Dp

Cumulative density function, Probability density function

...
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Uncertainty due to the input parameters

Uncertainty in a deterministic setting

The input variables are considered uncertain in a deterministic framework, defining a
domain X (= Dx ⊆ RP ) of variations on the vector x.

x ∈ Dx (1)

Thus, the ouput variables are uncertain, as a composition of the domain Dx by the
numerical model h:

y ∈ Dy (= ImhDx (⊆ RQ)) (2)

Uncertainty in a probabilistic setting

The input variables are considered uncertain in a probabilistic framework, defining a
random vector X (: (Ω, T )→ (RP ,B)) with probabilistic measure PX :

X PX (3)

Thus, the ouput variables Y are uncertain, as a composition of probabilistic measure by
the numerical model h:

Y PY = h(PX , θ) (4)
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Uncertainty due to the input parameters

Uncertainty on the input parameters

Uncertainty due to the choice of probability measure PX on the input parameters X
compared to PX∗
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Uncertainty due to the computational budget

Uncertainty on the stochastic convergence

Approximation of the criterion of interest ρ(Y ) by a stochastic computation ρ̂N(Y )
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The different components of uncertainty

Is it possible to define a sort of contribution’s metrics?

∆ ≤ NS(h∗, h̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scientific Validation

+ NN (h̃, ĥ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Numerical Validation

+ NI(ĥ, h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hardware/Software Validation

+ NQ(PX∗ ,PX )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Statistical Validation

+ NP (ρ(Y ), ρ̂N(Y ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Propagation Validation
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Engineering four-steps approach developed in
practitioner’s groups

Figure: Four steps approach developed in ??
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Step A: To specify the problem

Specification of the model, input/output/criteria

To choose a model The variables of interest y may be computed by
several models. The practitioner has to choose among this panoply.

h ∈ {h1, . . . , hD},with hi ∈ F(Xi ×Θi ,Y), ∀i ∈ [1,D]

Usually, the model is pre defined by the discipline on which a layer of
uncertainty is to be assessed:

h ∈ H : (x, θ) ∈ X ×Θ 7→ h(x, θ) ∈ Y
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Step A: To specify the problem

Specification of the model, input/output/criteria

To characterize the properties of the model
Dimension: h is classically a real function belonging to
F(RP × RT ,RQ). Even if the dimension of x can be large, most of
the engineering problems we are focused on only contain P ≤ 50 and
Q ≤ 5.
Computational budget: A single computation of h can be very
expensive. The computational budget will represent the number of
runs N affordable to solve the problem.
Black box/white box: h is either a black box (the inner operations of
the model are not accessible), a grey box (part of the inner
operations is accessible) or a white box (all the operations of the
model are accessible).
Mathematical properties: the basic mathematical properties
(regularity, monotony, linearity or non linearity towards certain
parameters) may be unknown to the engineer.
Domain of validity: h should be delivered with its domain of validity
V [ε] ⊆ RP × RT .
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Step A: To specify the problem

Specification of the model, input/output/criteria

To define the quantity/criterion of interest: Expertise in
reliability and system approach

Quantile
Classical version: Knowing pref ∈]0, 1[, compute yp such
yp = min

P[Y>ys ]<pref
ys .

Advanced version: Knowing pref ∈]0, 1[ and α ∈]0, 1[, prove that a
given ym is such that P[yp > ym] > 1− α, with yp previously defined.
Typically, pref is around 10−5 and α is around 10−1.

This a computation of quantile or a boundary on a quantile.
Probability

Classical version: Knowing s ∈ R, compute P[Y > s].
Advanced version: Knowing s ∈ R, pref ∈]0, 1[ et α ∈]0, 1[, prove
that P[P[Y > s] < pref ] > 1− α. Typically, pref is around 10−5 and
α is around 10−1.

This a computation of a probability or a boundary on a probability.
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Step B: To quantify the uncertainties

Choice of probability measure PX for X
Simple probabilistic representation The uncertainty is modelled in
a probabilistic framework by a real random vector X = (X1, · · · ,XP)
characterized by its probability measure PX .
Complex probabilistic representation In several practical cases,
the definition of the probability measure PX can not be unique and
it seems interesting to consider a family of acceptable probability
measureMX

A

AX := {FX (x, θ k), k = 1, · · · ,NA}

where:
FX (., θ k) : x ∈ RP 7→ FX (x, θ k) is a cdf on V [ε],
θ k ∈ RNk is a real vector of size Nk .
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Step C: To propagate the uncertainties

Simulation of the quantity of interest from h and PX

There is a large variety of methods to simulate accurately a quantity of
interest:

Deterministic methods: Analytical solving, Taylor decomposition,
numerical integration
Stochastic methods: Monte Carlo methods with variance reduction
techniques, FORM/SORM methods, use of a surrogate model...

Efficiency criteria

The strategy and thus the computational and IT costs have to take
into account the intrusiveness of the method into the structure of
the numerical model.
Accuracy and confidence levels are also required when possible.
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Strategy to decrease the computational cost

Surrogate model

Let h be the numerical model defined over X ×Θ with values in Y. h̃ is
a surrogate model, belonging to F(X ×Θ,Y), with the following
properties:

h̃ is “close” from h in a domain of interest V :
∀x ∈ V , ‖h(x, θ)− h̃(x)‖ ≤ ε with a certain norm ‖.‖ and a criterion
ε.
The computational cost of h̃ is much cheaper than the one of h
(either in memory or CPU cost).

Examples

Polynomial chaos

Kriging models

Radial based functions

Neural network

Reduced Basis

...
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Step D: To rank the uncertainties

LOCAL : • → •
The local sensivity techniques are based on the local behaviour of
the model, classically linearized around a point of interest
(differentiation by direct or adjoint, ...).
GLOBAL : DX → DY
The global sensitivity techniques aim at exploring the full domain of
variation Dx without any a priori assumption on the model.
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Step D: To rank the uncertainties

Local sensitivity analysis

Local sensitivity analysis enabled to obtain good results for linearized systems.
Efficient methods are developed from the differential analysis (adjoint methods,
...):

y = h(x, θ)⇒ δy ' ∂h
∂x
δx = Sδx⇒ Var [Y] = S .Var [X] .ST

Global sensitivity analysis

Global sensitivity analysis aims at exploring all possible variations of the
parameters, without a priori simplification of the model.

Sobol indexes:

First-order indexes:
Si =

Var [E [Y|Xi ]]

Var [Y]

Higher order indexes

Si1,··· ,ik =
Var

[
E
[
Y|Xi1 , · · · ,Xik

]]
Var [Y]Page 31
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HPC for UM in an industrial environment

Design Processes

Analyse 
& Define 

Needs

Define
Technical

Requirements

Design
Physical

Architecture

Integration Processes

Correct

Integrate

Verify

Deliver

Workload 15% Workload 85%

Produce – Re-use - Buy

Yesterday …and today
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HPC for UM in an industrial environment

Integration Processes

Recept

Assemble

Verify
Integration

Validate
Product

Produce – Reuse - Buy

Design Processes

Analyse 
& Define 

Needs

Define
Technical

Requirements

Verify

 

Validate

Evaluate  Optimise

Design
Functional

Architecture

Design
Physical

Architecture

Workload 60% Workload 40%

tomorrow
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HPC for uncertainty management in preliminary
design

Integration Processes

Recept

Assemble

Verify
Integration

Validate
Product

Produce – Reuse - Buy

Workload 40%

Design Processes

Analyse 
& Define 

Needs

Define
Technical

Requirements

Verify

 

Validate

Evaluate  Optimise

Design
Functional

Architecture

Design
Physical

Architecture

Workload 60%

tomorrow

Figure: Modelling activity in early design Figure: Portfolio of interacting technical
performances
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HPC for uncertainty management in preliminary
design

Topic HPC need Context
Model complexity + Simplification

of the modelling
Definition of the product - Missing data
Uncertainty ++ Large uncertainty

on product definition,
model definition, ...

Multi disciplinary coupling ++ Weak coupling but
with numerous disciplines

Computational unit ++ Large set of numerical
experiments

Memory required +

Table: HPC requirement in early design
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HPC for uncertainty management in preliminary
design

HPC constraints for preliminary design

Small computational units (stand-alone PCs, small cluster)
Large grid: distribution of these unitary units among the company
and outside (extended enterprise)
Easy interface of HPC capabilities for the end-user (who is rarely a
specialist in numerical simulation)
Securization of the data
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HPC for uncertainty management in virtual
testing

Produce – Reuse - Buy

Design Processes

Analyse 
& Define 

Needs

Define
Technical

Requirements

Verify

 

Validate

Evaluate  Optimise

Design
Functional

Architecture

Design
Physical

Architecture

Workload 60%

tomorrow

Recept

Assemble

Verify
Integration

Validate
Product

Integration Processes

Workload 40%

Figure: Modelling activity in virtual testing

Natural phenomenon

Real environment

EQUIPMENTS

SYSTEMS

COMPONENTS

Millimeters - µmeters

Centimeters - Millimeters

Meters - Centimeters

Aircraft

PCB Wiring

Chip Antenna

Multi scale modelling of the phenomena 
Solving the Maxwell equations 

with electronic models
Physical understanding

of the phenomena

Figure: Multi scale modelling in
electromagnetism
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HPC for uncertainty management in virtual
testing

Topic HPC need Context
Model complexity ++ High accuracy

required
Definition of the product ++ Difficulty to transform

the geometry into
a simulation model

Uncertainty + Less uncertainty, high
accuracy on criteria

Multi disciplinary coupling ++ Strong coupling
between few disciplines

Computational unit ++ Large model
experiments

Memory required ++ Large meshings
with many unknowns

Table: HPC requirement in virtual testing
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HPC for uncertainty management in virtual
testing

HPC constraints for virtual testing

Large computational units (big clusters, parallel machines)
Grid or grid of clusters: synchronous resolution problem by various
owners of the problem (extended enterprise)
Securization of the data and models (either by numerical resolution
or data transfer)
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Some technological realizations

Figure: Multi scale modelling in electromagnetism

Evolution

Since 1990 : Dense Linear algebra, Direct solver, up to 16 processor

Since 2000 : Fast Algorithm (FMM), Iterative solver, up to 64 processors

Today : Used in Buâs everyday, up to 500 processorsPage 36
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Some technological realizations

OpenTURNS Distributed Wrapper
What is it for ?

Supports  execution  of  OpenTURNS  based  simulations  in 
remote  cluster  distributing  them  in  multiple  nodes  of  the 
cluster by

  Transferring required input files to the remote machine 
(which contains the scientific code) 

 Modifies  input  files  based on  the  control  factors  of  the 
experiment

 Invokes appropriate command  to execute  the model  in 
the remote machine, and transfers output files from the 
remote execution machine

How it does ?
 Uses predefined configuration files for  identifying remote resource, user, 

remote working directory and information about shared file system
 Creates  a  shell  script  (wrapper  script)  based  on  the  information  from 

wrapper description file to perform input value substitution in the specified 
input files and for executable invocation, when executed.

 Executes a predefined  shell  script  (DRM Script)  in  the  remote machine 
which  in  turns  submits  the  wrapper  script  as  job  to  underlying  resource 
manager of the remote resource, and waits for the output file.

 Uses  Simple  API  for  Grid  Applications  (SAGA)  standard  for  transferring 
files between client and  remote  resource, and  launching a  job  in  remote 
resource from the client machine

OpenTURNS distributed wrapper

OpenTURNS
client

SAGA SSH Adaptor

To remote resource

Remote cluster

Configuration
files

wrapper.x
ml

SAGA API 

Wrapper

SAGA Core

invokes

results
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Some technological realizations

Other on-going activities

Speed the resolution: GPGPU, FPGA, CELL
Abstraction of the HPC infrastructure: OpenWP, MPI inter
clusters
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Summary

Main messages

First part of the talk: Uncertainty Management is a real demand !
Second part of the talk: HPC is mandatory to reach the objectives
set by Uncertainty Management !
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Summary

Naive metrics to think about Uncertainty Management

Engineering leverages
Choice of simulation model

h ∈ {h1, . . . , hD},with hi ∈ F(Xi ×Θi ,Y), ∀i ∈ [1,D]

Computational budget N
Choice of statistical laws PX

Metrics

∆ ≤ NS(h∗, h̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scientific Validation

+ NN (h̃, ĥ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Numerical Validation

+ NI(ĥ, h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hardware/Software Validation

+ NQ(PX
∗ ,PX )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Statistical Validation

+NP(ρ(Y ), ρ̂N(Y ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Propagation Validation
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Summary

Integration Processes

Recept

Assemble

Verify
Integration

Validate
Product

Produce – Reuse - Buy

Design Processes

Analyse 
& Define 

Needs

Define
Technical

Requirements

Verify

 

Validate

Evaluate  Optimise

Design
Functional

Architecture

Design
Physical

Architecture

Workload 60% Workload 40%

tomorrow

EARLY DESIGN 

● Small computational unit
● Large grid
● Easy interface
● Securization of data

VIRTUAL TESTING

● Large computational unit
● Grid / Grid of clusters 
● Securization of data or model
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Scientific challenges in HPC for UM

Numerical problems

Uncertainty propagation more or less intrusive: new codes to build
with HPC capabilities
Model reduction: best HPC strategy to build a surrogate model
Inverse method: extensive use of initial model for a stochastic
optimization problem
Domain decomposition under uncertainty: propagate uncertainty
and couple reduced model or reduce and propagate uncertainty on
coupled model ?
To extend the panoply of model: To refine the numerical
resolution of a problem
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Scientific challenges in HPC for UM

HPC needs
HPC outside my resolution process

Monitoring of the simulation on a heterogeneous grid
Best use of the HPC resources by knowing the performances of one
run of the simulation model: what is the memory required? What is
the best number of processors to run my computation of simulation
model?
Fault tolerant architectures

HPC inside my resolution process
Parallelization of some numerical steps inside the supervisor (Open
TURNS like)
Development and use of new aleatory objects: random processes,
random fields, ...
Open source algebra library
A priori/a posteriori estimation of errors
Fault tolerant architectures
Huge database manipulation
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Other CHALLENGES
CULTURAL challenges

Engineers ARE NOT USED to express the uncertainty in their domain. By the way,
only a few of them are trained on the subject !

Problem to build the probabilistic criteria

Quantification of the sources of uncertainty

A strong effort is required in basic training and professional training.

TECHNOLOGICAL challenges

The simulation tools are not adapted to evolve towards this revolution !

Development of new algorithms

Automatization of the computational workflow

Is the computational budget compatible with the probabilistic criterion?
Development of high performance computations capabilities.

CERTIFICATION challenges

The uncertainty management process has to be compatible with certification issues
(legal responsability, safety issues, ...)
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Projects on the subject

Goals

These projects enable to develop elementary bricks (methodology,
numerical tools, demonstrations, ...) that will be incorporated into other
applications (proprietary softwares, platform (CSDL)).

Framework of the projects

OPUS (supported by ANR): EDF, Supelec, EADS IW, Dassault
Aviation, Softia, Ecole Centrale Paris, University Paris VI, University
Joseph Fourier, INRIA - Development of a generic platform (library,
platform, forum) and upstream research
EHPOC (supported y System@tic): EADS IW, IFP, Dassault Aviation,
Bertin Technologies (CNES), Ecole Centrale Paris, INRIA -
Demonstration on industrial use-cases.
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Research groups

GDR MASCOT NUM
The GDR CNRS MASCOT NUM is research group on Stochastic
Analysis Methods for COdes and NUMerical treatments. Its main
objective is to coordinate research efforts in this scientific area, often
called by design, modelling and analysis of computer experiments. Its
activities involve many techniques of applied mathematics. More
specifically, it concerns statistics, probability, computer science, numerical
analysis, operational research, mathematical physics, ...

www.gdr-mascotnum.fr

Scientific activity

Design of numerical experiments: Luc Pronzato, Emmanuel Vazquez

Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses: Fabrice Gamboa, Bruno Sudret

Computer code approximation via metamodels: Anthony Nouy, Josselin
Garnier

Probabilistic models: Erick Herbin, Ahmed Kebaier

Industrial problems: Fabien Mangeant, Mark Asch

Environmental problems: ClÃ c©mentine Prieur, HervÃ c© Monod

Software aspects: Christophe Prud’homme, Anne Dutfoy
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Open source software iniative - Open TURNS –>
OPUS

OpenTURNS = Open soure Treatment of Uncertainty, Risks aNd Statistics

Software developed since 2005 in partnership with EDF R&D and PhiMECA:

C++ librairy to directly integrate computational chains;

A python module for a scripting usage;

Available under an Open Source LGPL!
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OpenTURNS

A tool integrating the previous methodology

The Open TURNS documentation covers:
Installation;
Architecture, interfacing;
User Manual Guide;
Use Case Guide;
Theoretical Guide.

www.openturns.org!
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Industrial groups

EsREDA network
EsREDA is a European Association established
in 1992 to promote research, application and

training in Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability and Safety (RAMS). The

association provides a forum of information,
data and current research in Safety and

Reliability and a focus for specialist expertise.
www.esreda.eu

ImdR

Institut de maitrise des Risques: www.imdr.eu –> training at LNE
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EsREDA group,Uncertainty in industrial practice, a guide to quantitative uncertainty
management, Wiley

Open TURNS website, www.openturns.org, 2010

GDR MASCOT NUM, , www.gdr-mascotnum.fr
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